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2011 Progress Report  
GRRL Strategic Plan 2010 - 2012: 

Approved by GRRL Board of Trustees on November, 10 2009 

GOAL I 

Enhance Our Patron Services  

I. Examine current hours and online access opportunities to enhance 
customer convenience.  Review to be completed by third quarter of 2010, 
implementation of needed changes to begin January 2011.  

The Open Hours work group met four times between August and October 2010. They developed 
criteria and posted checklists for making hours determinations going forward. 

 In January 2011, the Richmond Public Library hours were adjusted to include morning hours on 
Tuesday based on information provided in a community survey. The adjustment made the open 
hours more complementary to those in Cold Spring.  

The Albany branch tested a summer hours schedule earlier this year. Rather than being open 37 
hours all year, Albany was open 36 hours during school year and 40 hours during the summer. It 
was successful so this model may be used in other locations.  Indeed, as of October 2011,the  
Cokato branch plans to implement revised open hours schedule for 2012 that will include 
summer/winter hours.  

II. Explore and implement increased self-sufficiency options for customers. 
This will be an on-going process.  

Paynesville switched to self-pickup of holds in August 2011. This means 23 branches are now 
offering this service. 

As of October 2011, GRRL contracted with Unique Management Services to provide automated 
holds phone notification. Region-wide implementation of this service will begin in January 2012.  

III. Empower each staff member to provide excellent customer service at the 
first point of contact by the end of 2010.  

The Adult Services and Children's Services departments in St. Cloud merged in 2011 to create a 
St. Cloud Patron Services department. Staff members are now able to assist patrons without 
referring to a different desk.  Patron Services staff at the St. Cloud Public Library have been  
cross-trained so they feel comfortable answering questions from patrons of all ages no matter 
which desk they are staffing.  

Planning is underway to roll out a "Question of the Month" program for 2012. Based on 
Minnesota Opportunities for Reference Excellence training, the program will encourage staff to 
explore database resources available.  
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IV. Provide targeted literacy efforts to preschool and grade school aged 
children such as the Every Child Ready to Read (ECRR) program.  Begin 
actively pursuing region wide in January 2010.   

 Children's Room staff members are maintaining an Every Child Ready to Read resource page.  

During the first quarter of 2011, many staff members shared their knowledge and expertise 
about early literacy in their communities.  Examples include:   

• A branch assistant from the Eagle Bend branch provided an outreach presentation at the 
Early Childhood class at Eagle Valley Elementary School and also attended the 
preschool fair.  

• A Cokato branch assistant attended the Fathers Read Every Day (FRED) program at the 
school.  

• The Albany Public Library held morning storytimes three times per month featuring 
English and Spanish.  

• Clearwater branch staff presented ECRR information at a local Headstart.  
• The Delano branch manager visited the local Head Start and read to the children. She 

also spoke to their parents about literacy and read a book to them to highlight the six 
literacy skills.  

• Monticello staff represented the library at the ECFE family day and gave out library info 
and Dr. Seuss hats for the kids.  

• Paynesville staff hosted a Head Start tour at the library.  
• Head Start groups visited the Annandale and Clearwater branch libraries.  
• Foley staff visited a local daycare and conducted a storytime there.  

Last spring, staff from six GRRL branches took part in a partnership with the Central Minnesota 
United Way for their Llama Llama Read-A-Rama event. The goal of the event was to educate 
children and families on the importance of literacy. Total attendance for all six events was over 
500 children and parents.  

As of October 2011, staff members are  planning for early literacy stations based on each of the 
ECRR 2.0 practices. Stations will consist of passive programming elements that feature early 
literacy practices.  

V. Provide library programs that effectively and actively promote the library’s 
collections. Begin to pursue region wide in January 2010.  

The New-Best-Fun tab, an enhancement on our website, which was released in September 
2010 continues to be a hit. The lists are updated regularly.  Here is what is available when using 
that tab now.  

Current Interest 
• Bestsellers - Fiction  
• Bestsellers - Nonfiction  
• Coming Soon! Books to Movies  
• Famous First Novels  
• With Gratitude  
• Zombies!  

http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/bestsellers-fiction�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/bestsellers-nonfiction�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/coming-soon-books-movies�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/famous-first-novels�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/gratitude�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/zombies�
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If you like.... 
• British Mystery Authors  
• New Worlds.... Fantasy books for Teens  
• Now Showing! -- Books to Movies to Music and back again  
• Whitetail Hunting -- the season is almost here  

If you liked this program... 
• GREAT Theatre Winnie-the-Pooh Workshops  
• Knitters, stitchers, and scrappers!  
• Minnesota Stories  
• Mixed Blood Theatre presents... According to Coyote  
• Steampunk Jewelry Workshop  

If you're looking for... 
• Fitness the GRRL way!  
• Help with End of Life Issues  
• National Novel Writing Month  

Just for Fun 
• Staff Picks -- favorite books from all over GRRL  

Kids' if you like.... 
• Aliens!  
• Percy Jackson  
• Star Wars  

Kids' If you're looking for... 
• American Girls  
• Kids! Diary of a Wimpy Kid...  
• Maud Hart Lovelace Award Nominees 2011-2012  
• Superheroes for the young  

New 
• Audiobooks  
• DVDs  
• Fiction  
• Foreign Films  
• Kids' Beginning Readers  
• Kids' Board Books  
• Kids' Chapter Books  
• Kids' Music, Movies & Audiobooks  
• Kids' Nonfiction  
• Kids' Picture Books  
• Large Print Books  

http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/british-mystery-authors�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/new-worlds-fantasy-books-teens�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/now-showing-books-movies-music-and-back-again�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/whitetail-hunting-season-almost-here�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/great-theatre-winnie-pooh-workshops�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/knitters-stitchers-and-scrappers�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/minnesota-stories�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/mixed-blood-theatre-presents-according-coyote�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/steampunk-jewelry-workshop�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/fitness-grrl-way�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/help-end-life-issues�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/national-novel-writing-month�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/staff-picks-favorite-books-all-over-grrl�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/aliens�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/percy-jackson�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/star-wars�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/american-girls�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/kids-diary-a-wimpy-kid�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/maud-hart-lovelace-award-nominees-2011-2012�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/superheroes-young�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/audiobooks�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/dvds�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/fiction�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/foreign-films�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/kids-beginning-readers�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/kids-board-books�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/kids-chapter-books�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/kids-music-movies-audiobooks�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/kids-nonfiction�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/kids-picture-books�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/large-print-books�
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• Music CDs  
• Nonfiction  
• Teen Fiction  
• Tween Fiction  

 

The Event Planning and Publicity request process has been changed to emphasize the new 
requirement that all programs need to meet one of the following criteria: promotion of literacy, 
love of reading, or the collection.  

VI. Design, implement and evaluate a proactive weeding process to enhance 
the collection appearance and appeal.  The design and implementation will 
be completed by the end of 2011; evaluation to be completed in 2012.  

The Collection Development Team took strides toward streamlining the weeding process during 
2010. The driving force for this action was increased volume of weeding which had become 
difficult to handle due to increased on desk workloads.   

As of September 2011, all materials coming from branch libraries with collection maintenance 
(Weeding) bookmarks are going through a triage process. Distribution aides check condition 
briefly and also last copy status and SCPL holdings. Items they cannot address go to SCPL 
Circulation LA1 staff for withdraw/relocate decisions based on established criteria. Last copies 
and odd items go to SCPL librarians for final decision on withdraw/replace. 

Also in September 2011, the Horizon Stock Rotation module was made available. 
Implementation planning and training began in October 2011. Scheduled implementation 
continues to be January 2012. This module will allow GRRL materials to be placed on "routes" 
so each library automatically receives new content. It also will allow us to rotate out those 
materials not being used at a particular location. 

VII. Provide an expanded patron training program so patrons of all ages 
become comfortable and confident in using library technology.   Begin to 
pursue region wide in January 2010.  

In early 2011, Paynesville branch staff developed a PowerPoint presentation on how to use 
library services called "Library Secrets." It has been made available on the Patron Services 
portion of the staff web page for others to use.  

GRRL partnered with the local Workforce Center for grant funding to offer technology literacy 
courses. Classes were offered in June, July, September and October of 2011.  

In October 2011, the Staples branch hosted computer classes in conjunction with Todd County 
Digital Literacy program. This program was developed through the Todd County Healthy 
Communities Partnership.  

VIII. Explore the addition of downloadable video to web services. Exploration 
will take place in 2010 and implementation, if desired, to begin in 2011. 

 
As of October 2010, GRRL implemented an enhanced on-line service through Overdrive.  The 
contract creates a GRRL digital library on the Overdrive servers. Overdrive has the capability to 

http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/music-cds�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/nonfiction�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/teen-fiction�
http://www.griver.org/new-best-fun/tween-fiction�
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access music and video downloads so our e-content implementation set the stage for this goal 
by implementing necessary technology. These services will be evaluated for potential 
implementation when our budget situation improves.  
 

IX. Evaluate Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology for 
implementation. 

 
This is not likely to be affordable for GRRL in the near future because of implementation costs. 
The last estimate of cost was $362,000 for materials needed such as the tags and approximately 
$25,000 - $53,000 for staff time to perform the needed labor to convert the collection. The 
Coordinator for Information Technology will keep tabs on this industry to ensure we are prepared 
to move in this direct when budget allows. In October 2011, the IT, Collection Development and 
Patron Services coordinators attended the Upper Midwest Regional Users Group fall meeting 
where RFID implementation at other libraries was discussed.  

 
X. Improve services through the adoption of Web 2.0 technologies and tools 

by the end of 2010.  

As of May 2011, GRRL has 450+ Facebook users who 'like' us.   

GRRL is beginning to implement QR codes. The first use to make it into the public eye is QR 
codes on job postings that take the public to our jobs web page. A QR code is found on the back 
of our Find It Anywhere, Anytime brochure that brings patrons to a digital version of the brochure 
on our site. 

GOAL II 

Strengthen Community Relationships and Collaborations 

I. Create and host GRRL regional and/or local community orientation 
sessions for elected city and county officials and administrators, local 
library boards, friends groups, and interested citizens beginning the 
first quarter of 2011.  Each branch should host one event during the 
time frame of this plan, 2010-2013. 

 
GRRL staff host booths at Todd and Morrison county fairs. Communications and Fund 
Development create Booth/Expo kit as resource for staff conducting community outreach. 
 
Many other branch activities have taken place including city council presentations, 
attendance at city meetings, and active participation/support for local clubs. 
However, this is still an area that needs to become more of a priority for the 
organization, especially administration, in 2012.  

 
II. Work with local school systems to sponsor staff orientations to GRRL 

each year beginning with the 2010/2011 school year. 
 

The 2011 mailing for the Summer Reading Program (SRP) again included an offer to provide 
staff trainings concerning library services and resources in order to combat the summer slide 
which occurs to many children during the vacation period.  The secondary aim was to get 
teachers excited about all the great services available to them through GRRL.   A 
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PowerPoint presentation to be used for school visits and teacher outreach continues to be 
posted on the staff webpage for use by any staff member.  
 
In August 2011, Upsala branch staff hosted a GRRL booth at a school open house.  
 
In October 2011, the Paynesville branch manager was invited to present Library Secrets 
presentation to the local school staff.   

 
III. Re-energize and expand the outreach program for community 

businesses and civic groups beginning in 2010 and continuing through 
2012. 

Regional marketing materials and kits for booths/expos/fairs were created. The kits consist 
of a customized tabletop display, attractive tablecloths containing the GRRL logo, the new 
Find It brochure, a large 5 x 7 bright colored rug for story times, custom signage and much 
more. All the tools needed to attend these events are included in the kit to allow our 
locations to represent GRRL at any outreach program in an attractive, professional manner.  

The Communications department in the process of compiling a  list of community events 
within our region. This list will allow each of our branches to be aware of local activities; staff 
will be encouraged to participate at these events as time and funds allow.   

The GRRL catalog records now show accurate Author & Subject information as well as 
Lexile, Accelerated Reader and Reading Counts information. The CFD Department is 
currently creating a list of email addresses for every public and private school teacher in our 
six counties. Once complete, this list will allow us to inform classroom teachers about this 
enhancement to our service in a cost effective way. Having this list will also allow us to use 
coordinate collaborative initiatives with our local educational partners.   

IV. Establish regular communication and/or visits with local GRRL branch 
site sponsors. 

 
Administrative staff regularly sends out updates in letters and e-mails to city officials, elected 
council members, library boards and other interested, influential people in the six county 
area. In addition, each of the regional supervisors are making regular visits to city 
administrators to help develop open, forthright communication.   Input regarding concerns 
has been handled immediately.   
 
Regional Supervisors attend all local library board meetings to ensure open and transparent 
communication. 
 
GRRL staff members are currently reviewing city websites to ensure our continued presence 
on these pages. To date 25 cities have linked to our web site; 17 cities are linking directly to 
the individual branch page. 
 

V. Develop a link on the GRRL web page for information sharing by local 
Friends groups and local Library Boards. 

Links to local friends groups are being added where available. An review  of these sites is 
scheduled to take place in early 2012; information will be updated as needed.  
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VI. Develop a system wide program to promote GRRL volunteer 
opportunities. 

This task was part of the revamping and streamlining of the whole GRRL volunteer program 
as it transitioned from Communications and Fund Development to Human Resources. As of 
April 2011: information about the GRRL Volunteer Program was posted to the HR Staff Page 
under the HR Procedures Manual / Internship and Volunteer Opportunities /GRRL Volunteer 
Program. A procedure for reporting purposes was developed through HR. CFD will input all 
volunteers and their hours into our donor software or HRIS software to reflect the donation of 
time by these volunteers. Extended promotion of volunteer opportunities is scheduled to 
begin in 2012.  

GOAL III  

Secure Adequate Funding  

I. Use advocacy to build a coalition of supporters who will lobby state and 
local government officials to adequately fund the mission of the library. 
This will be on-going.  

The library director attended MLA Library Legislative Day at the State Capital in early spring 
2011.   

A meeting with the county commissioners who sit on the GRRL Board held in May 2011 was the 
first step toward a mutually agreeable budget for 2012.     

The director and finance coordinator attended a meeting with the Benton County Board of 
Commissioners where they  presented information about the skyrocketing demand for library 
service, the 2012 budget request and audit results.  

Front line advocacy training has been made available to all staff.   

During the Minnesota 2011 legislative session, the public was given talking points and sample 
letters to submit to their elected officials in support of libraries. The letter writing campaign had a 
positive impact for public library Legacy funding. 

The Support Us page which is linked to the main Griver.org site is undergoing a redesign.  There 
will be more information on effective library advocacy when the new site is launched in 2012.   

II. Investigate sources of additional funding including private donations, 
grants and raising fees and/or changing the fine structure. This will be on-
going. 

Research into forming a GRRL foundation is on-going. The director spent time reviewing the 
ways other public library systems use this type of support mechanism while also allowing for 
local Friends of the (insert name) groups.   

As of January 2011, patrons were required to pay their fines in full before they were  allowed to 
check out additional materials. While this isn’t a change to the fine structure, it is an attempt to 
collection money outstanding. In addition, a $10 fee for test proctoring as implemented in 2011 
to off-set the considerable staff time involved.  
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 GRRL’s participation in the Revenue Recapture program continues.  

One of the Patron Services Specialists attended a Central Minnesota Community Foundation 
training on grant writing.  

GRRL received a Minnesota Historical Society Arts & Cultural Heritage grant to purchase 
updated MHS Press books totaling $1,300.  

Patron Services Specialist submitted a grant proposal to ALA for financial literacy programs to 
be presented at selected libraries.  

Other local, on-going support is reported by the Communications and Fund Development 
coordinator in her board report each meeting. 

III. Continue to nurture private partnerships through the fund development 
activities. This will be on-going.  

Fund Development activities continue as per the board reports submitted each meeting. A 
review of departmental processes is currently underway by the new Communications and Fund 
Development Coordinator.  Her goal is to streamline department processes and enhance 
efficiency.  

The CFD department is establishing donor giving levels and a "Wish List" which will make it easy 
for our donors to view our needs at a glance. These lists will be added to the Support Us page 
on the Griver.org site after redesign.  

IV. Explore establishing a “Friends of the GRRL” foundation which would 
create an opportunity for fellowship for its members while helping to 
support the regional library’s mission.  Exploration will take place in 2010 
and implementation, if desired, to begin in 2011.  

As noted above, this idea is still under investigation.  

Goal IV  

Develop Staff to Meet Future Challenges  

I. Prepare a staffing plan that takes into account current strengths, future 
needs, training and development requirements, cross-training 
opportunities, balance among full-time, part-time, volunteer, and 
outsourcing choices, and succession planning. Investigation and 
preparation to begin first quarter 2010, final implementation of 
recommendations by 2012, if deemed feasible.  

At the March 2010 meeting the GRRL Board adopted the branch staffing calculator as a tool to 
be used in future decision making.  

Numerous branch staffing plans have been developed and are now beginning to be 
implemented after completing the first contract with AFSCME Council 65.   
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The online orientation program was developed and implemented for the Branch Manager 
(August 31, 2010), Branch Assistant (June 1, 2011), Library Aide (September 1, 2011) and 
Patron Services Specialist (August 1, 2011) positions. Each program has been opened, as of the 
date identified above, to existing staff for completion. The focus for 2011-2012 be the 
development of all remaining public service positions, including those in patron services, 
circulation, and distribution.  

Shadow Day has been developed and implemented as part of the Branch Manager and Branch 
Assistant orientation programs. This is a 6.5 hour training day with emphasis on three (3) public 
service desk tasks at the St. Cloud Public Library; Creating a Program, Public Service Reference 
Work, and Circulation Desk Tasks.  

Step-Out Day has been developed and rolled-out to existing patron services staff. This is a three 
(3) hour training session with emphasis on a typical work day at a selected branch.  

 A patron services cross-training program was implemented on September 6, 2011 to all patron 
services staff in two (2) phases; basic desk training and secondary desk training. This program 
will be incorporated into the orientation program for new staff.  

The full Organizational Orientation is in development and will be implemented at the April 23, 
2012 All Staff Day. This program will be incorporated into all position orientations for new staff. 
Future organization orientation training sessions will be offered to new staff on a quarterly or 
semi-annual basis, depending on demand.  

II. Review major departmental work processes and work toward streamlining 
them; streamlining will free staff from routine tasks and optimize their 
talents to more professional service areas. Review to be completed by 
third quarter of 2011, implementation of needed changes to begin January 
2012 or sooner, where possible.  

Library Assistants 1 have been re-trained to handle preliminary decisions about fiction materials 
sent in for collection review. They will use specific criteria to make withdraw, relocate or further 
review decisions for print fiction materials.  

The IT Department implemented a help desk system to track equipment and support requests in 
April 2011. To date they have logged over 2000 tickets.  

Work processes are currently being reviewed in all regional departments for to identify 
efficiencies.  All process changes will be reflected in staffing calculator. The calculators, when 
complete, will provide data so all departments are staffed appropriately.   

III. Standardize staff training to assure consistent performance, strengthen 
customer satisfaction, and develop professional communication within the 
context of an achievement based organizational culture by first quarter of 
2011.  

As of September 2010, an online orientation program was developed and implemented for all 
branch positions. A general position orientation program has also been developed for all other 
positions until position specific programs are created. See progress update under IV. 1 for more 
information.  
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IV. Develop and schedule staff training on handling emergencies by fourth 
quarter 2010. 

As of July 2011, safety procedures manuals have been created for each library location and 
posted to the Safety and Wellness site for access by all staff. All safety procedures manuals will 
be reviewed in January each year.  

V. Develop and begin providing a thorough orientation for all new staff by 
second quarter 2010. 

As of September 2011, thorough orientation programs have been developed for the Branch 
Manager, Branch Assistant, Library Aide and Patron Services Specialist positions. See progress 
update under IV. 1 for more information.  

VI. Normalize the use of data driven staffing models and data driven decision-
making beginning in January 2010 and continuing throughout the time 
frame of this plan. This will be an on-going process.  

As of March 2010, a branch staffing calculator adopted as a tool by GRRL Board.  Branch 
staffing calculators were also developed in March 2010 and will be used to identify current 
branch staffing needs and to propose staffing changes based on the data collected and specific 
variable at each branch.  

Creation of non-public service (including administration) calculators are in progress. All 
supervisors have been instructed to complete calculators for all of their positions by December 
2011.    

GOAL V 

 Develop a Culture That Values Results 

I. Collect statistical data, using 2008/9 as a baseline, and analyze it to 
improve services, provide relevant reports, and supply information for 
decision making as well as marketing purposes. At a minimum, conduct a 
user satisfaction survey annually, analyze the results, and implement 
needed changes. This will be an on-going process.  

The 2010 Patron Satisfaction Survey was conducted for three weeks in 2011 (March 16 – April 
6). Each individual was given the ability to submit the survey anonymously. We had a 
tremendous response from the public. More than one thousand people participated by returning 
complete paper surveys or by going on-line to complete the electronic version.  Results were 
shared with the Board earlier in the year.  

A revised user satisfaction survey is under development. The survey will be conducted in early 
2012 to gather data for 2011.  

The Programming Team conducted teen focus groups at selected libraries in June 2011 to 
determine teen programming and service needs throughout the region.  
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Statistical data is provided in a meaningful manner to the Board at each meeting including 
statistics and fund raising efforts.  

II. Develop, review, and modify user satisfaction surveys, as needed.  This 
will be an on-going process.  

A revised survey is under development by the director and other members of administration. See 
item V.I. above.  

III. Develop and implement staff, service and program evaluations. Use the 
results for continuous improvement purposes.  The design and 
implementation will be complete by 2011.  

As of January 2011, program evaluations and outcomes were developed for distribution at all 
Legacy programs. Information concerning resulting outcomes was included in the state Legacy 
summary (2009-2010 and 2010-2011Legacy seasons).  

All employee performance review forms have been simplified based on feedback from staff and 
recommendation by legal counsel.  Three types of forms have been created: 1. aide, 2. 
substitutes and 3. all other GRRL staff. Two forms exist for each type, the Annual Employee 
Feedback Form and the Employee Performance Review Form.  

The concept of continuous improvement has been conveyed to all staff members especially as it 
relates to customer service.  Training evaluations are now required for all courses and are being 
used to tailor future training needs.  

IV. Identify best practices among peer libraries/regions and adopt practices 
that will enhance practices, collections, services, and programs. This will 
be an ongoing process, done at least annually throughout the life of the 
plan.  

Director Smith continues to  read books such as “The PLA Reader for Library Director's and 
Managers” to see what can be gleaned from them and adopted at GRRL.  

The Minnesota Interlibrary Loan Committee (ILL) developed a set of best practices that would 
reduce the work associated with each request. GRRL had already begun using some of the 
practices such as using native barcodes rather than applying a new barcode/paperwork to each 
item. Those practices that we were not using were adopted.  

V. Share Strategic Plan updates with the Board of Trustees on an annual 
basis.  

This document is being shared in partial fulfillment of this goal.  

GOAL VI 

Improve Our Internal Communications and External Marketing 
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I. Complete a review of effectiveness of current internal communication 
mechanisms and processes by first quarter 2010.  Implement needed or 
recommended changes by end of 2010.  

As of January 2011, the comments feature for the Daily News on the GRRL staff website 
launched. A statement on respectful dissent was created to accompany the comments feature. 

In August 2011, the CFD Team developed an online system designed for staff to submit 
communication concerns.  

II. Conduct a comprehensive review of the library's public and staff websites 
annually to continually improve access and functionality. Implement 
updates or changes as needed through the end of 2012.  

The newly redesigned GRRL staff home page was launched on February 7, 2011. Members of 
the CFD team oversaw the redesign of the page in response to numerous suggestions for 
change from library staff. The intent of the redesign was not to eliminate content, but to organize 
it for improved efficiency and to help keep staff informed through the Daily News. As mentioned 
above, the comments feature is now available on Daily New.   

As of September 2011, the CFD department has developed a plan for redesigning the public 
website. The plan is to use Google Analytic reports to determine what pages are used most and 
to redesign the website in the order of popularity. The target date for the completed redesign is 
the end of 2012.  

As of November 2011, St. Cloud Public Library patron services staff begin development of 
content for updated children's page and parents page.  

III. Raise profile of library and awareness of library's services internally and 
externally by ensuring all members of management staff joins and 
participates in relevant organizations, as funding permits. 

This presents a bit of an ongoing because GRRL is unable to pay membership dues to most 
organizations. If GRRL cannot pay for memberships, it is up to the individual to determine if they are 
able to make an investment in membership.  Currently, the IT Coordinator is a member of numerous 
library technology list servs, the Collection Development Coordinator is serving as the 2010-2011 
MLA Treasurer, Human Resources Coordinator is a member of SHRM, MPELRA, and the Central 
Minnesota Human Resources group, Finance Coordinator is a board members of the Great River 
Regional Credit Union, the Patron Services Coordinator is a member of MLA, ALA and PLA, and 
Director is a member of the St. Cloud Reading Room Society and also a member of MLA and PLA.  
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Request for approval of subscription to CollectionHQ software application 
 

Management and selection staff members have been exploring the CollectionHQ service and believe it 
provides significant benefits to GRRL.  It is a good example of using technology to allow the right 
people to do the right tasks effectively and in some cases, reduce the burden of repetitive tasks so staff 
can focus on public service and a more responsive collection. 

• CHQ will allow us to maximize the investment in materials we have already purchased. 
• CHQ will give us tools to spend staff time on making effective decisions rather than compiling 

data. 
• We will be able to reduce time spent on weeding and relocating materials and use staffing more 

efficiently at the branch level. 

The 2012 subscription would be paid for using $34,500 in funds from cash reserves and then included 
in the Cataloging budget going forward.  The cost quote for this service is good through Nov. 30, 2011. 
The cost is implementation and year one of an annual subscription.  As an incentive, the vendor 
reduced the implementation cost by $2500 if GRRL subscribes by Nov. 30, 2011. 

The Horizon system does not provide the kind of analysis tools that allow us to create reports for the 
kinds of information needed to do predictive selection and informed weeding.  We do a lot of intelligent 
guessing without being able to verify the wider impact on the collection.  Sophisticated reports take time 
to create and can only be created by the IT Coordinator at this time.  CollectionHQ puts better tools in 
the hands of multiple staff.   

Selection staff has attended the demonstration presentations and believes it will provide tools that 
interacts with the Horizon system to give them targeted selection information and trends and also 
provides instant access to ordering tools which will make selection a more effective and less manual 
process.   

For example, CHQ can create a list of new titles on Digital Photography that GRRL does not 
own and that have proven circulation in other libraries.  Once identified, staff can select those 
titles and send them directly to Baker & Taylor, our primary book vendor. 

In keeping with the Strategic Plan, this service also provides powerful tools  

• To develop benchmarks of holdings capacity in locations and run reports when a subject or 
category is Overstocked or Understocked.  Transfer reports can be run to identify whether items 
are relocated or weeded. 

• To create reports of materials that are “grubby” and need to be weeded & identify specific 
copies in other locations to replace the grubby but well used copy 

• Identify groups of materials that should be withdrawn from the collection 

In terms of our overall budget the cost is less than 1% of the total which is small in comparison to the 
$17,000,000 value of our collection and the almost $1,000,000 we spend annually on new materials. It 
will also likely make our $5,000,000 in salaries go further as staff spends time putting materials where 
they will be used rather than moving them randomly and hoping things end up in the right place.   



 
 
 
 
 

Great River Regional Library Board of Trustees 
 
 
 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 
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GROUND LEVEL: FORCED TO CHOOSE

Cash-strapped Minn. cities cut library services
by Jennifer Vogel, Minnesota Public Radio

November 1, 2011

Lake Elmo, Minn. — In the back room of Lake Elmo's public works building, boxes of books are stacked halfway to the ceiling.

Books like "All I Really Need to Know I Learned in Kindergarten" and "North and South" are piled on tables and jut from open

cardboard containers. More than 5,000 books have been donated for the city's new library, scheduled to open Jan. 1.

"There is a lot of culling to be done," said Mayor Dean Johnston, who has championed the effort.

"We will have a modest collection," he said. "But we'll be able to respond to community needs."

The city actually has a library already, the Rosalie E. Wahl branch of the Washington County system, but that facility is set to close at the end of December because of budget cuts.

Faced with a half-million dollar shortfall in 2012, the county library director proposed replacing the library, currently open 20 hours per week, with a kiosk consisting of a bank of

lockers where patrons could pick up and drop off books they'd checked out online.

That wasn't acceptable to Lake Elmo, which has had a library for decades. The city council voted 4-1 to pull its money out of the county system — it contributes nearly $300,000

annually — and start its own library with donated books and furniture and a mostly volunteer staff.

The situation in Lake Elmo exemplifies how quickly matters can get complicated as efforts to rein in local government spending run counter to the service expectations of some

residents.

Cities and counties across the state are facing tight budgets because of cuts to state aid and a struggling economy. They're setting priorities and making choices about what should be

funded and what shouldn't. While trying to preserve so-called core services like police and fire, local governments across Minnesota have sought to save on libraries, cutting hours,

staff and acquisitions budgets.

FROM BOOKS TO INFORMATION

Some argue the era of the library has passed, that information sources like the Internet have made them obsolete. "I could live the rest of my life and not go to a library," said Greg

McGrath, a Lake Elmo resident who works in St. Paul. "Everything is available online... Children are not deprived. This isn't a Third World country."

But demand for library services in Minnesota has trended upward in recent years, whether for children, job-seekers or people who don't have Internet

access at home. Borrowers increased from 3.5 million to 4.2 million between 2003 and 2010, according to the Minnesota State Library Agency. The number

of checked-out items rose from 49 million to 59 million. Use stagnated in 2010, which some attribute to the simple fact that libraries are open less often.

"Homeschoolers go to the public library for materials to support their children," said Director of State Library Services Nancy Walton. "In communities

where the school has consolidated or the school media center has closed, by default the library becomes the school media center. We have computer classes

for the elderly. We help them with resources to stay independent. Libraries provide new immigrants the ability to interact with English speakers. We have

workshops and training and workforce development-related activities. The library's role is exploding."

"Unfortunately, if you are not a library user," Walton says, "you judge libraries by the way they were when you were a child. And libraries have changed

tremendously. They reflect the needs of the community. It's a knife in my heart when a library struggles to survive."

COMMUNITIES CUT BACK

In the past, budgets tended to increase from year to year, but recently, dollars allocated to libraries have declined. Statewide, according to the Library Agency, total revenue decreased

from $216.2 million in 2009 to $214.6 million in 2010, despite an influx of millions from the Legacy Amendment, dollars earmarked for arts, cultural and historical programming.

Walton expects more severe reductions to show up in statistics for 2011.

Cuts have been especially dramatic at the local level. According to a 2011 report from the Office of the State Auditor, cities slashed library operations and capital outlays by 42 percent

between 2005 and 2009.

You can see this trend across Minnesota. Faribault and Albert Lea reduced library hours. Fergus Falls cut back on summer staffing.

In Le Sueur, part of the Waseca-Le Sueur Regional Library System, library funding was cut dramatically in 2010, reducing its materials budget by half and forcing it to close for two

weeks in order to save on staff costs. Now, looking ahead to 2012, allocations are being cut again. As a result, the library — normally open six days a week — will be closed every Friday

in January and February and will no longer carry magazine subscriptions.

Le Sueur librarian Dianne Pinney hopes private funding sources will pick up some of the slack. "We have very generous people in Le Sueur who adore the library," she said. "We have

a good Friends of the Library organization that has raised a lot of money. If we have any magazines, it will be thanks to [them]. But how long can you rely on this? It's not

sustainable."

GETTING BOOKS INTO HANDS

So, libraries are trying innovative methods for getting books into public hands. The Arrowhead Library System runs a program called Mail-A-Book, whereby rural residents without

library access can have their selections mailed to them. And in Washington County, which is trimming its 2012 general and library budgets because of reductions in state aid and

other factors, they're filling the gap with kiosks.

One of these is outside City Hall in Hugo where a bank of 40 nondescript metal lockers stands. These are the same type of lockers some police departments use to store criminal

evidence, but here they serve as the local branch of the county library system. Patrons check out a book online, then go to the kiosk and enter a code, which opens a door and allows

access to the requested materials. Books are delivered to the kiosk twice a week, the same as to the smaller county branches.

The kiosk, launched in July last year, is one of the first in the state and the result of a federal grant to Washington and Carver Counties. "The holds placed in our system, 80 percent

are placed online," said Washington County Library Director Patricia Conley. "This is maximizing technology for a really good purpose."

"We're in downsizing mode," she said, "But we're still trying to expand access to our collection. This is a new kind of bookmobile."
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Adds Hugo City Administrator Mike Ericson, who sees people using the kiosk at all hours of the day and night, "This is one more thing besides the tornado we get to be known for."

Washington County plans to install similar kiosks in Marine on St. Croix and Newport and could have made the same arrangement with Lake Elmo.

WHO PAYS?

In times of tight budgets, Conley said, it behooves the county to put resources where they'll affect the most people — in bigger libraries like Woodbury and Forest Lake.

"We have a larger focus as a county and a larger swath of responsibility than a city. We're taking a half million dollars out of the budget [for 2012]. We're going from 91 to 80 staff

members. That's why we're doing it. We're not in the business of reducing access." The financial pressure on the county system is intensified by Lake Elmo's decision to withdraw its

contribution from the county system.

Of course, the county — which had a median income in 2009 of $75,421 compared to the state median income of $55,621 — could choose to raise taxes to keep paying for libraries.

But that tends to be a less viable option these days, given high unemployment rates and a strong anti-tax sentiment.

"In this terrible economy, the last thing we want to do is increase people's taxes," said county board of commissioners chair Gary Kriesel. "The county focuses on core and essential

services. I'm not saying that libraries aren't a high value asset. But the fact is... we can't put a library in every community. We can't afford it."

The county lowered the property tax levy it plans to ask from residents in 2012, despite reductions in state aid. "I'm very proud of Washington County," Kriesel said. "Over the last

three or four years, we've absorbed millions in losses of state aid and revenue reductions. We've done a tremendous job. We have (one of the) lowest tax rates in the state."

Come January, the county will back a truck up to the library in Lake Elmo and pack up all the books and shelves and computers. It will install no kiosk in its place. The inventory will

be distributed throughout the system, Conley said, and the furniture will go to county surplus. Asked how long it will take to move everything, Conley said, "We've never done this

before, so we don't know."

Though the majority of Lake Elmo residents also use other branches of the Washington County system, Mayor Johnston argues it's important to have a library in town.

"It's a crucial part of the character of the community," he said. "The (regional) model for libraries in Minnesota, they say it's for efficiency. I say it neglects the needs of the smaller

communities. I disagree with the approach the county is taking to have a small number of large libraries that forces everyone to commute. I don't see a lot of bicycles in front of the

county libraries."

Inside the Rosalie E. Wahl on a Wednesday afternoon, 10-year-old Cory Smith comes in to peruse Harry Potter and Percy Jackson books. He said he wants there to be a library in

town, though he wishes it would be open more often, carry more books and be bigger. "Take out the bathrooms," he suggests.

The city hasn't decided whether the new facility will be housed in the current county location or in the community arts center. It also hasn't appointed a library board or gained

entrance into the state's interlibrary loan system.

Washington County has offered to provide residents with library cards, and therefore access to the larger collection, for $60 apiece, the rate it charges

non-resident borrowers. And Lake Elmo is considering paying the fee for residents who want to go that route.

But that could jack up the bottom line and wind up costing the city more than it was paying to be part of the county system, said city council member Anne

Smith, the lone vote against the defection. "What about library cards if we have to purchase them? What if it's 3,000 people who want them? That's

$180,000. We don't have those answers and yet we're going to open a library on January 1. When we voted for this, I asked the council to wait one year, to

take the kiosk and do the due diligence to understand can we really afford to do this or not. I lost."

Obstacles aside, community enthusiasm can be measured by the piles of donated books growing at sites around the city. Inside Fury Dodge Chrysler, a drop

site near downtown, a stack of boxes and bags sprawls near a shiny new Harley-Davidson motorcycle. "I think for any community to truly be a community, a library and post office are

the two essential pieces," dealership owner Jim Leonard said. "This is the backbone of the community. It's vital."
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